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ABSTRACT 

 In this thesis I created work which visualizes the complexity, support, and importance of 
community, seeing one another’s perspectives, and discussed self-care, our disposable culture by 
using materials which have symbolic meaning, and were relatable to the viewer. I structured the 
show to encourage play, engagement, and a desire to connect through use of semiotic visuals and 
simple directions. I took on the role of director and producer to inspire collaboration and 
connection within the exhibition. 

I used everyday window screen material to create clothing for participants to try on. The 
screen was embroidered with yarn to represent different emotional states through fiber mark 
making and color. People were invited by strategically placed icons and photographic imagery to 
try on the items and figuratively try on others’ thoughts in an attempt to connect, reflect, and 
associate the skin of a building to their own body and perspectives. Examples of mending on the 
screens and photographs of my sewing club stitching on each other presented opportunities to 
talk about repair and valuing of possessions and the self. Using overlapping screens to create 
moiré patterning, I alluded to the power of people to enrich and transform lives when we interact 
and overlap, and to see others as windows of opportunity. 

I presented a community knowledge sharing project, with an online archive and 
individual visual component, for neighbors to learn from each other and build community, my 
own shared skill being clothing mending. Gallery-goers were welcomed to add to a collaborative 
embroidery piece, take screen patches home to mend their own screens, and pose for 
photographs of themselves in the clothing. I witnessed participants positively interacting with the 
work. I measure its success by the conversations started and reactions shared regarding ideas 
which this body of work stimulated by attending and bodily experiencing the show. Further 
evidence can be seen in the online sharing of the work, and continued stories relayed to me.  

In this thesis paper I intend to delve more deeply into my research, symbolic use of 
materials, and conceptual basis for the work. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

MASTER OF FINE ARTS EXHIBITION DESCRIPTION 

 For my thesis exhibition I decided to use the familiar material of window screening to 

create various forms of moiré within several sculptural elements, including sewn screen clothing. 

This material dominates the show. I enjoy using window screen because it is readily available 

and inexpensive to use. Screen shares many qualities to fabric, which engage my sewing and 

textile background. The material is flexible and easy to manipulate, lightweight, and can be 

draped. Its surface is akin to tulle, cross-stitching canvas, or hooked-rug gridding. It is also a 

material many people can easily recognize, is identifiable as something commonplace in their 

daily lives, and people are able to connect it with their own architectural surroundings. We 

recognize screens as instruments to keep things out and at the same time let things in. They act as 

a barrier and an opening simultaneously.  

While I purchased some screen as a material, I relied heavily on sourcing broken screens 

from my local hardware stores and community message boards. These screens were collected for 

me by coordinated request, instead of being thrown away, which points to another intentional 

method of sourcing that relates to concepts of this show. I wanted community sourcing of my 

materials to be an important aspect of this project. The coat racks, bulletin board, mailbox, junk 

mail, mirror, sheet metal, picture frames, and various screens were donated or borrowed for the 

purpose of this thesis show. Several items such as the shelving, towel bar rack, and screens were 

also obtained from resale and salvage stores in the area. These items were diverted from landfills 
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and support my ideals of reuse and repurposing. There are several collaborative parts to this 

show aside from my material sourcing. 

I am the Vice President of Sewing Club, a semi-private social club and community of 

makers and artists focused on sewing, mending education, and socializing, whom I cajoled to aid 

with the photo shoot seen in the exhibition. Sewing Club frequently make patches to mend items, 

trade mini-artworks by fellow artists, adorn our clothing for aesthetic and repair purposes, and 

keep a communal sewing kit handy for every meeting should someone need patching material. 

For the photographic portion of this thesis, I asked my fellow members to sew patches on each 

other collectively, while wearing the garments being sewn, and directed individuals to pose 

wearing the window screen garments I created. (Images 1 - 2) For a portion of shoot they also 

cut and then sewed back together a common figure’s clothing as a group collaboratively on the 

spot. (Images 3 - 6) I asked the group to improvise their mending skills to embrace the work not 

looking perfect or functional. My participants enthusiastically volunteered for this performance 

and had fun being models. This cohort is a very important part of my life and one of the reasons I 

remain in Bozeman. To have them be part of this exhibition and the artistic process meant a lot to 

me as it felt integral to speaking about the concepts contained within this thesis. It also visually 

depicted my favorite art group and communicated the bonds of fellowship which I am privileged 

to have among this sewing community.  

Next to my show title and name on a wall next to one entrance are vinyl decals with icons 

and a brief visual set of directions for the show. (Image 7) A hand icon invites gallery-goers to 

“Touch respectfully & return,” an eyeball with a crossed-out hand instructs one to “Look, no 

touch,” and a pair of footprints tells people “This way.” I deliberately placed these decals next to, 
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below, or upon gallery pedestals and walls with art objects to direct the flow of traffic and easily 

translate opportunities to interact with the work. (Images 8 - 9) These directions were meant to 

have immediacy of understanding to the widest audience possible and present a basic way to 

navigate the exhibition space. While there is no specific order to view the works, I wanted 

viewers to feel as if they had straightforward entry points with which to engage with the pieces. I 

intended these visual prompts to allow one to move around the gallery with ease and encourage 

touching the work without guilt, a common taboo within the art world. Many aspects of this 

show reflect my interest in the role of facilitator or production manager. From visual prompts and 

directions, to relationships set up between objects and imagery by their proximity, signage and 

text, and placement of works to encourage flow around the gallery space one can see my hand 

and manipulation without my actual presence. 

I have organized this show to engage the viewer at various levels from passive 

observation and moving screens to overlap and interact, to allowing the art clothing to be worn 

and inviting attendees to contribute to a group work. On a basic level, the photographs on view 

in the exhibition document the pieces in use for viewers to see. (Image 10) Some of these images 

were placed next to the actual items in the photographs of them being worn to endorse the 

audience to try them on. (Image 11) Repurposed adjustable sliding window screens were placed 

within wooden frames and mounted on pedestal dividers, to mirror how a person might interact 

with a window screen on a real house, provide a next step up in level of engagement. (Images 12 

- 17) One can access these screens from both sides to reflect an interior or exterior, or 

metaphorical private and public spaces. The pedestals draw out the color story contained within 

the show, but are also painted with house paint which one might paint their home and further 
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connect it visually and mentally to architectural spaces. Audience members are invited to slide 

the screens back and forth to allow them to overlap. Images and words form when the screens 

slide across one another. Depending on which side a person stands, the message emphasis and 

perspective appear differently. Moiré patterning forms when these screens slide to overlap.  

Bolder viewers are welcomed to try on window screen garments hanging on freestanding 

coat racks, accordion peg racks along the wall, and a suspended garment rack from the ceiling. 

(Images 18 - 19) Hats, vests, and scarves have been created by sewing and embroidering the 

window screen. I set up an area with a mirror that allows viewers to see themselves in the darned 

clothing against a painted wall, as well as take photographs. (Image 20) The wall is the same 

blue color found several items of apparel and creates a context in which people can document 

themselves. This clothing is embroidered with abstract lines of yarn in colors slightly off of the 

primary color triad along with neutrals.  

My reference to primary colors is intended to speak to the foundational nature of color 

pigment mixing, and by proxy, a fundamental nature and basic need for connection with others. 

Primary colors formally arise in art history starting with Sir Isaac Newton who published Optics 

in 1704 identifying the particle theory of light and declaring these colors fundamental to nature. 

This specific color combination often reminds people of children’s toys and play equipment, a 

nod to the playful nature of my exhibition conceptually inviting the public to physically interact 

with the work, and a metaphor for the elemental basis for human relationships. Not wanting to be 

too on the nose with my metaphoric use of color scheme, their usage hopefully hints at a basic or 

shared nature. My minor variance allows the colors to become more nuanced in meaning and 

appear less stereotypical, starkly contrasted, or intense by this combination of use. 
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The colored yarn lines form representations of internal emotions and states upon the 

apparel. (Images 21 - 34) “Now, according to Goethe, color appeals directly to the emotions. 

Artists can express their moods through their choice of colors, and more importantly, conjure up 

in the viewer just the sort of emotional response to the artwork they desire.”  One such example 1

is a ball cap in red and orange, which was created during a caustic fight on a road trip with my 

partner. The line quality, angular nature, abrupt switching of directions, and aggressive saturated 

colors are stand-ins for the equally strong range of feelings during this conflict. By allowing 

viewers to wear the artworks, my goal was for people to literally “try on” others’ perspectives 

and emotions, and walk around in them for a while as the saying goes. The damaged window 

screens created an opportunity to display mending techniques, visible and invisible, on the 

surface of the clothing. (Images 35 - 40) This group of pieces thus became a vehicle for talking 

about the connection to the body and how we care for both the self and our possessions 

concurrently. 

For gallery attendees wanting more participation, vinyl decals directed people inside a an 

architectural space created made of sewn junk mail suspended from the ceiling to a roll of screen 

mounted on a pedestal. (Images 41 - 43) This screen was set up to resemble a butcher paper roll, 

upon which viewers were encouraged to add their own yarn-embroidered designs with yarn and 

needles provided to the side. (Images 44 - 49) Viewers gathered around this pedestal and were 

allowed to pull the screen roll out further to make room for more sewn additions as needed. This 

envelope room had two entrances intentionally, trying to symbolically communicate separate 

 Burton, David. “Red, Yellow and Blue: The Historical Origin of Color Systems.” Art Art Education 1

Association, Vol. 45, No. 6, November 1992, p. 39-44. https://www.jstor.org/stable/3193315.
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people entering a space from different sides (or perspectives) within which to meet together and 

create something communally. The junk mail connects ideas of neighbors, capitalist waste, 

disposability, and windows from the clear plastic portions of the envelopes where one would 

view a person’s address. (Images 50 - 51) These clear windows allow one to look out as well as 

look within, speaking to how one might observe neighbors and the self.  

Finally, within this show there are representations of networks, literal visual systems and 

future projections of interconnection. Using the screens as material to support colored fabrics 

mimicking the colors from the exhibition, I connected these elements with yarn and they became 

imagined webs of individuals and groups. (Images 52 - 53) Placed nearby on the wall between 

the two main gallery spaces is a proposal for a collaborative community project where neighbors 

share and build useful skills. This knowledge-share project was formed to promote openness, 

engagement, stewardship, a sense of place, and tangible abilities important to leading a self-

sufficient and environmentally conscious lifestyle. The goals and mechanics of this project are 

printed on a large piece of paper tacked to a bulletin cork board. (Images 54 - 55) Originally, I 

had hoped to start this project before the show, but with time constraints and pandemic concerns 

I was forced to delay it and will instead initiate this project at a future date, hopefully with grant 

or community funding. Displayed near this project description are examples of the embroidered 

window screen flags that participants might display on their homes, arranged in possible ways 

neighbors might display these flags, as advertising their sharable skills. (Images 56 - 58) 
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CHAPTER TWO 

OVERLAP & THE SELF 

Moiré 

The optical illusion of moiré has always held a sort of magic in my mind. I have a 

background in both photography and textiles; moiré is relevant to both fields. In photography, 

moiré occurs in images or scenes where there is a lot of fine detail with repetitive patterns which 

exceed the digital camera’s sensor resolution.  Often peoples’ clothing with tight stripes or 2

crisscross patterned designs can trigger this effect. (Figure 1)  It has to do with separate patterns 3

being overlaid on top of each other creating false pattern or illusion. The result is rainbow 

patterns or strange looking wavy distortions. (Figure 2)  The solution for many camera 4

manufacturers is to include a blur filter into the design of the camera’s optical low-pass filter 

separating the sensor from the light entering through the camera lens. This work-around 

drastically reduces the chance of moiré showing up in digital photography. 

In textiles, moiré is a finish technique for fabric created by varying the tension in the 

warp and weft of a weave, or by calendaring, which means to run damp cloth through engraved 

 Mansurov, Nasim. “What is Moiré and How it Can Ruin Your Photos.” December 24, 2019. https://2

photographylife.com/what-is-moire. 

 Pritchard, Gordon. “Moiré.” The Print Guide. December 11, 2209. http://the-print-guide.blogspot.com/3

2009/12/moire.html.

 May, Vienna Vernose. “Beyond the Trend: Moiré, What do Physics and Couture Have in Common?” 4

May 17, 2019. https://crfashionbook.com/fashion-g27435418-beyond-the-trend-moire/.
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copper rollers which polishes the surface while applying pressure and high temperatures.  The 5

fabric takes on a wavy or watered, moiré meaning “watered” in French, appearance which is 

particularly lustrous making this luxurious hand-made fabric popular in fashion for the elite and 

bourgeois dating back to Medieval times. Due to its production process, the distinctive pattern 

can never be reproduced the same way giving it a one-of-a-kind nature regarded as 

“sophisticated.” This technique came to imply high social stature and it appears in numerous the 

portraits of royalty and gentry richly dressed in moiré fabrics. (Figure 3)  Moiré fabrics also can 6

appear to change depending on their surroundings. Based on the wearer’s movements and the 

divergent light hitting the material, the patterns can appear to move. The effect is that of the 

fabric shimmering when the wearer is in motion.  7

The moiré effect is not only a pleasing visual phenomenon, but is seen in non-visual 

fields such as magnetism, sound, and electricity as well. Recent research has revealed that when 

lattice layers of graphene are rotated 1.1 degrees in relation to one another a visual moiré pattern 

is created and it acquires the ability to become superconductive. (Figure 4)  “Superconductivity 8

is a state that exhibits quantum behavior macroscopically, allowing electric currents to circulate 

indefinitely without any resistance whatsoever. This concordance between the visual and the 

 May, Vienna Vernose. “Beyond the Trend: Moiré, What do Physics and Couture Have in Common?” 5

May 17, 2019. https://crfashionbook.com/fashion-g27435418-beyond-the-trend-moire/.

 Ibid.6

 Oster, Gerald and Nishijima, Yasunori. “Moiré Patterns.” Scientific American, Vol. 208, No. 5 (May 7

1963), pp. 54-63 Published by: Scientific American, a division of Nature America, Inc. https://
www.jstor.org/ stable/10.2307/24936147.

 Mutalik, Pradeep. “When Magic is Seen in Twisted Graphene, That’s a Moiré.” Quanta Magazine, June 8

20, 2019. https://www.quantamagazine.org/when-magic-is-seen-in-twisted-graphene- thats-a- 
moire-20190620/.

http://www.quantamagazine.org/when-magic-is-seen-in-twisted-graphene-
http://www.jstor.org/
http://www.jstor.org/
http://www.jstor.org/
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electrical in graphene almost seems to be an example of life imitating art right down to the 

quantum level.”  9

My thesis project elaborates on this idea by exploring conductivity that this same 

overlapping of networks can apply to people. When networks of connection and knowledge 

superimpose upon one another, qualitative positive benefits can occur. (Image 59 - 61) These 

networks interact, become more hybrid and more complex in their interconnectedness. 

Knowledge is amplified by its distribution, as are the values of those individuals within this new 

structure. Possibilities, opportunities, resources, awareness, intelligence, consciousness, 

perspective, worldview, compassion and empathy also become amplified when lives overlap. As 

electrons are able to flow more easily due to this twisted graphene lattice structure, so too 

knowledge of skills and life experience can more freely flow with the web of human connections 

as they increasingly layer. 

During the pandemic, I would often stand before my screen door to catch some vitamin D 

and survey my corner of the neighborhood. On such one day, I noticed moiré appearing upon my 

own skin as the gridded shadow pattern from on the screen of my front door interacted with the 

ridges of my skin and fingerprints. It mesmerized me as I passed my hand back and forth in front 

of the screen and I watched the shadows dance and warp in real time before my eyes. (Figure 5) 

This experience began a succession of looking and contemplating back and forth between my 

hand and the exterior space before me. Something clicked as I realized there was more in the 

relationship behind the nearly-sheer veil of screen separating my body from the outside world. 

 Mutalik, Pradeep. “When Magic is Seen in Twisted Graphene, That’s a Moiré.” Quanta Magazine, June 9

20, 2019. https://www.quantamagazine.org/when-magic-is-seen-in-twisted-graphene- thats-a- 
moire-20190620/.

http://www.quantamagazine.org/when-magic-is-seen-in-twisted-graphene-
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Throughout graduate school, I have been investigating architectural spaces as territory to be 

adorned, much like bodies can be adorned, and thinking of the parallels between such spaces and 

one’s own body. Standing at the threshold of my home at a time of extreme isolation (COVID), 

this moment stuck me as a literal and metaphorical instance of the screen acting as the skin for 

the dwelling. 

The Body Connection 

In his surrealist sculpture Fresh Widow (1920), Marcel Duchamp used literal flesh 

(leather) to black out a window. (Figures 6 - 7) I read this gesture as an acknowledgement of the 

window as one place where the metaphorical skin of architecture opens up. The title of 

Duchamp’s piece is a pun playing on the then recent widows of WWI and French windows 

common during this historical period. The leather used in the windowpanes, “hid[e] our inner 

flesh, and by intension our own humanity and living proof.”  Its dark color points to that of 10

mourning, its thickness similar to that of actual human flesh calling to mind the same tactility, 

and addresses the role of this material as interface to the world, “...it is their means of 

communication... flesh appears as the invisible soil that supports us/makes possible the 

relationship between subject and the world.”  Scholars have argued that the viewer is meant to 11

 Laplace, Guillaume-Victor, “Leather and Duchamp’s Flesh Window,” Guillaume-Victor Laplace: 10

Direction of the Creation, Innovation and Industrialization for Luxury 
June 2021, https://gvl.design/flesh-window.

 Ibid.11
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be both attracted and repulsed by this use of leather and question its relationship to our 

corporeality and mortality.  

Essays such as The Eyes of The Skin: Architecture and the Senses by Juhani Pallasmaa 

make philosophical allusions to the connection of the body and architectural spaces, as well as 

the impact of how each affects the way one experiences and perceives the world. The symbolism 

of built spaces and the connection to the body seems clear. 

An architectural work is not experienced as a series of isolated retinal pictures, 
but in it's fully integrated material, embodied and spiritual essence.… 
incorporates and integrates physical and mental structures, giving our existential 
experience is strengthened coherence and significance… While working on a 
building or an object, the architect is simultaneously engaged in reverse 
perspective, his/her self-image – or more precisely, existential experience. In a 
creative work, a powerful identification and projection takes place; the entire 
bodily and mental constitution of the maker becomes the side of the work… we 
are inside and outside of the object at the same time. Creative work calls for a 
bodily and mental identification, empathy and compassion.   12

Both skin and screen allow the passage and absorption of certain things but exclude 

others. Window and door screens let in fresh air, the sounds of the outside world, and the 

changing sights and smells of the season. Skin can absorb moisture, permit sweat and hair to be 

released through its pores and allow one to feel sensations and send messaging to the brain of 

things one touches.  Screens also serve as barrier against bugs, stray animals, and blowing trash 13

from the street from getting inside the home. Similarly, skin prevents invasion by germs and 

chemicals and regulates body temperature. Each can act as a barrier for physical protection yet is 

flexible up to a certain point. Both substances serve the purposes of defense, safety, transmission 

 Pallasmaa, Juhani. Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses. John Wiley & Sons, 2005, p.12-13.12

 Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health Care (IQWiG), Cologne, Germany. “How Does Skin 13

Work?” September 28, 2009. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK279255/?report=reader.
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and adaptation. Despite their essential role as protective layers, the materials themselves are not 

indestructible. 

A screen can be torn, worn with abrasion, damaged over time with use, and be subject to 

people and animals accidentally and unintentionally barreling right through them. Skin can be 

cut, scraped, burned, and scarred from numerous sources. One need only look at my left pointer 

finger and its markings to trace the history of various art projects, cooking experiments, and yard 

work chores gone awry. Each are merely a thin veil between yourself and the world. One sees 

these materials as separation from the outside world and a mental division between public and 

private spaces. Yet their actual prevention from intrusion is moreover visual deterrence and 

subject to real agents than concrete prevention and ironclad safety.  

The screens people put up in their homes only stop people from coming in up to a certain 

point, and the soft tissue with which bodies are draped and contained within are not definitive 

protections from the sharp words of others and equally sharp points of objects within interactions 

and movements. The anthropologist Ashley Montagu, based on medical evidence, “confirms the 

primacy of the haptic realm: (the skin) is the oldest and the most sensitive of our organs, our first 

medium of communication, and our most proficient protector.”  All at once these both represent 14

vulnerability and strength, comfort and openness, as well as a willingness for interaction 

physically and metaphorically. 

The damage caused by external forces towards window screens and the skin of a person 

are subject to repair. By their very nature, skin cells are constantly able to regenerate and replace 

 Montagu, Ashley. “Touching: The human Significance of Skin.” Harper & Row, New Your, 1986, p. 3.14
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dead layers, and calluses develop as protection to withstand prolonged pressure and rubbing.  15

People too can put up invisible barriers as mental shelter devices to ward off being hurt by others 

and prevent harm. Screens can be replaced after being torn, but as opposed skin cells shedding 

and becoming dust particles in the air, broken screens usually go straight into the trash. Thinking 

about how people could try and mend their screens easily translates to how one takes care of the 

mental and emotional damage of the self. The screen stands for a perceived barrier, but also 

speaks to the relationships people have with those around them as well. An open door with 

screen closed prevents neighbors from walking right inside a house uninvited, but still leaves 

open the possibility of communication and visual acknowledgement. It also speaks to the filtered 

views one chooses to observe the world from behind, be it a door screen, or the political lens 

with which people approach society. 

For this thesis exhibition, I felt it key to allowing viewers to experience the work on a 

physical level with allowing people to touch and inhabit the work corporally. This idea 

influenced how how I set up the gallery into relational spaces as well. 

Percept of the body and the image of the world turn into one single continuous 
existential experience: there is nobody separate from his domicile in space, and 
there is no space unrelated to the unconscious image of the perceiving self…place 
can be remembered… partly because it has offered our bodies and generated 
enough associations to hold it in our personal worlds.   16

This body connection with the pieces was intentional in enabling more easy 

communication the concepts and metaphors stitched into the screen through tactilely 

 Institute for Quality and Efficiency in Health Care (IQWiG), Cologne, Germany. “How Does Skin 15

Work?” September 28, 2009. https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/books/NBK279255/?report=reader.

 Pallasmaa, Juhani. Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses. John Wiley & Sons, 2005, p. 40-41.16
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understanding the work. By touching and observing the stitches of each art object up close the 

work becomes more real and, in turn, allows the viewer to concretely and mentally apply those 

concepts to themselves. Involving the body also made the work into an activity, one to be shared 

with friends and build temporary communities within the gallery of strangers. “When 

confronting a work of art we project or emotions and feelings onto the work…Eventually, we 

meet ourselves in the work.”  These somatic experiences gave people something to bond over 17

and discuss while working on collaborative pieces, as well as continue the conceptual 

conversations started inside the gallery and moving out into one’s own conscious. (Images 62 - 

65)  

 Pallasmaa, Juhani. Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses. John Wiley & Sons, 2005, p. 66.17
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CHAPTER THREE 

REPAIR & CONNECTION 

Mending 

Sometimes I wait to allow materials to talk to me. One of my most recent projects took 

shape trolling used goods shops, a favorite past time. The Habitat for Humanity ReStore collects 

old building supplies for resale. I was instantly attracted to the rows of discarded window screens 

propped up against the building outside and exposed to the elements. I didn’t know what I would 

do with them, but knew they had to come home with me. These window screens seemed ripe for 

embroidering, and the first project I determined to create was for the Black Lives Matter 

demonstration after the killing of George Floyd in 2020. (Figure 8) Cardboard and paint, like so 

many protest signs I’d made over the years, just didn’t seem an important enough, or mindful 

enough of a response to this horrible situation. I was angry at the killing, angry at the systems of 

oppression which made it possible, angry at my own privilege. With each stitch and stab my 

anger took form and I began to process this event and the problems of our society associated 

with it. For myself, stitching provides cathartic and centering opportunities due to its repetitive,  

rhythmic process and the patience needed to slow down to complete tasks. 

I am constantly looking for materials to reassemble, fix, manipulate or reimagine. The 

window screens reminded me of the gridding structure often found in fabrics and craft kit grids 

of my youth. These transported me back to times of my mother teaching me to sew and mend. 

Sewing is another practice which helps me keep her memory alive. My mother sewed all her 
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own clothes and those of my brother and I when we were little, darned her socks weekly, sewed 

her wedding dress and helped me make my prom dress. Her instruction in these textile- and 

fiber-based arts has informed much of my life and artistic practice. My father is a repair-minded 

individual as well and items which he has modified continue to be part of my daily life and 

valued possessions. (Figures 9 - 10) 

At the heart of practices such as mending is a desire to move away from and disrupt the 

problem of fast fashion, reestablish a sense of ownership with one’s belongings, invest in quality 

items, increase self-reliance, insist on more ethical practices of garment production and fair 

treatment of workers, reduce toxins and pollutants in the environment, and realize value and 

connection with belongings. Many within the textile and fiber community consider mending a 

radical act going against the capitalist society which pushes one to continually consume, dispose, 

and consume again. “These radical ways of getting dressed are intrinsically political.”   18

Mending your clothes is a disruptive practice that goes against the grain of the fast 
fashion cycle…Mending as activism and mending as a skill has many parallels…
the need for knowledge. In order to have agency as an activist, it is important to 
be informed about the issues you are worried about. When repairing, it is 
important to understand what does and doesn’t work,…repairs require in-depth 
knowledge of materials and techniques and disrupting this practice by making 
repairs stand out, allowing for a reappreciation of the mended garment.  19

 Sekules, Kate. “Mend! A Refashioning Manual and Manifesto.” Penguin Books, 2020, p. xi.18

 Havstam, Marial C. and Schmidt, Franz P. “Don’t Feed The Monster! An Exhibition About the Impact 19

of the Fashion Industry on the Environment.” Exhibition Guide, artist profile excerpt on Tom van Deijen. 
Punkt 0 Galleri, Moss, Norway. October 19, 2019, p. 43-44. http://punkto.no.www39.your-server.de/wp-
content/uploads/2019/02/DFTM-Press-info-ENG.pdf.
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This appreciation extends to choices people make about these garments, reevaluation of 

needs, and making an effort to be more mindful. In my work, activities such as mending and 

tending to one’s clothing are considered political acts.  

Regardless of ones’s political leanings or priorities, mending matters shifts the balance of 

power. Anna König believes mending reminds us, “of the materiality and the temporality of the 

thing. The delicate patchwork of repair is the narrative of its suffering and endurance. Each new 

darn declares the thing’s power; humans think it worth mending, it should not be thrown 

away.”  The power becomes personal putting us all in control of one’s spending, consumption, 20

maintenance, and connection with clothing.  

In this manner mending culture is similar to the slow-food movements which similarly 

ask us to adjust one’s perspective valuing time- and labor-intensive food sourcing.  

How we turned our textiles is as intimate as important as what we feed ourselves,… The 
industry that produces them… Is even more damaging than food production, and may even 
prove to have as much planetary impact as fossil fuel. Renovating the way we dress is easier 
and cheaper than adopting and Artisanal diet: buying less and better… Mending is the 
missing link, the key to it all, especially visible mending, because of its sure usefulness…  21

Connection to who grows my food can extend to who makes and mends my clothing, but 

each take time for society to be more receptive. Rebecca Solnit points out that, “early efforts in a 

movement often go unnoticed or undocumented, but these actions and shifts in mind-set are 

foundations for brewing change.”  Signs of this societal change are beginning to be seen.  22

 König, Anna. “A Stitch in Time: Changing Cultural Constructions of Craft and Mending.” Culture 20

Unbound Journal of Current Cultural Research, Extraction from Volume 5. Linkoping University 
Electronic Press. September 2013, p. 569-585. 

 Sekules, Kate. “Mend! A Refashioning Manual and Manifesto.” Penguin Books, 2020, p. xi.21
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Investing time in repair also means spending time with one’s materials and getting to 

know all about them. This practice allows a person to find areas of wear before an actual tear 

forms and head it off with reinforcements. Deeper and more mindful observation to detail and 

material allow one to recognize value and quality in the objects. “Once you've taken the time and 

trouble to fix something, carefully pondering the design and utility of your overlay, you've 

bonded with it.”  This information also become tangible and useful knowledge which can be 23

shared with another, and passing down of this intelligence can become generational. Sharing this 

knowledge also serves to disrupt the cycles of fast fashion.  

While practical and political, this act is also emotional. It provides a sense of connection 

to basic needs, connection to the makers, a sense of satisfaction, creates agency to rely on oneself 

rather than purchasing or seeking professional services. Cal Patch from Hodge Lodge Farm 

shares that, “... teaching sewing and pattern drafting...feels like I’m bestowing my students with 

a superpower: Making Your Own Clothes...Empowering ourselves to sew our own handmade 

wardrobes puts us in control of wearing pieces that not only fit us, but also express and support 

our beliefs.”  There is also an emotional commitment to keeping, repairing, and wearing 24

clothing for as long as possible to keep these items out of landfills and reduce waste. Second-

hand clothing is great, but a majority of these items end up being shipped abroad in such large 

amounts that much of it still ends up in dumps; it’s just another country’s problem now. 

Following my discussion of repair as a parallel activity of self-care and the body, to pawn off the 

 Sekules, Kate. “Mend! A Refashioning Manual and Manifesto.” Penguin Books, 2020, p. x.23

 Rodabaugh, Katrina. “Mending Matters: Stitch, Patch, and Repair Your Favorite Denim & More.” 24

Abrams, New York. October 16, 2018, p. 215.
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problems of fast fashion on the rest of the world creates an unhealthy mental disconnect and a 

power discrepancy. A consequence of this fast fashion is the inexpensive labor needed to produce 

an unending supply of clothing constantly churning out the latest styles. When society values the 

labor of others with such little regard, it reflects the hypocritical nature of its underlying 

supposed values, and has implications for how people assess the worth of the objects this labor 

produces.  

This leads to what Katrina Rodabaugh describes as an opportunity for “mendfulness” 

where one, "ultimately make more intentional decisions about which garments you purchase, 

why you buy them, how you can choose garments you’ll cherish for years to come…This shift in 

mindfulness is a radical reclaim of fashion as a form of self-care. Not shopping as a form of self-

care but self-awareness as self-care.”  25

 A quote from Minister Susan Cooke Kittredge in an audio interview ties many of 

concepts from my thesis together; 

I have come to relish the moments when I sit down and somewhat clumsily repair 
a torn shirt, hem a skirt, patch a pair of jeans, and I realize that I believe in 
mending. The solace and comfort I feel when I pick up my needle and thread 
clearly exceed the mere rescue of a piece of clothing. It is a time to stop, a time to 
quit running around trying to make figurative ends meet...I can't stop the war in 
Iraq. I can't reverse global warming. I can't solve the problems of my community 
or the world. But I can mend things at hand. I can darn a pair of socks. 
Accomplishing small tasks, in this case saving something that might otherwise 
have been thrown away, is satisfying and perhaps even inspiring. Mending 
something is different from fixing it. Fixing it suggests that evidence of the 
problem will disappear. I see mending as a preservation of history and a 
proclamation of hope. When one mend broken relationships, we realize that we're 
better together than apart, and perhaps even stronger for the rip and the repair... So 
too my old pajamas, the fence around the garden, the friendship torn by 

 Rodabaugh, Katrina. “Mending Matters: Stitch, Patch, and Repair Your Favorite Denim & More.” 25

Abrams, New York. October 16, 2018, p. 76-78.
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misunderstanding, a country being ripped apart by economic and social inequity, 
and a global divide of enormous proportions. They all need mending.  26

At this juncture I also feel the need to acknowledge and discuss the privilege implicit in 

mending activities and culture. Historically, mending was a practice looked-down upon by 

people of financial means, and typically practiced out of sheer necessity to extend the longevity 

of clothing which was expensive because of its inherent value. “In fact, until a few short decades 

ago, garments were by far the most valuable commodities most people possess, and they were 

treated accordingly. So the story of mending is really about how we value our stuff.”  People 27

who mended could not afford to lose the few items of clothing one owned, and their repairs were 

prominently visible. This was in comparison to those of higher classes who could afford for their 

garments to be have invisible mends. Today, the majority of clothing made to today includes 

planned obsolescence using inferior materials destined to quickly wear out, do not stand up to 

mending, and are easily replaced because this type of clothing is also cheap to produce and to 

purchase. For those in positions of stability and the time available to spend repairing clothing and 

invest in mindful consumption, mending, I believe is a socially responsible act. However, for 

those without the same economic security and amount of leisure time resources, it is 

understandable why one may choose not to mend. The knowledge and skills needed for mending 

have also gone out of regular use due to various reasons including manufacturing advancements, 

and affordability of clothing.  

 "We All Need Mending." Weekend Edition Sunday, 3 Feb. 2008. Gale Academic One File. 26
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It should also be noted, that much of my mending research examined audio interviews, 

websites, blogs, exhibition guides, mending guides, sustainable practice studies, fix-it clinics and 

initiatives, and my own history of garment repair performed solo and with Sewing Club. 

Historically, mending and clothing repair work was designated as “women’s work” or within the 

domestic realm, as well as denoted lower class status, and hence not given academic focus or 

rigorous documentation. Only recently has this topic been given more attention and scrutiny of 

research. What these sources also highlights is the importance of first person accounts and people 

telling their own stories. I find the resources listed here to be quite refreshing compared to highly 

academic and dense articles I come across in researching. My sources, were communicated in 

everyday language and tone, and included stories and anecdotes as well as a mixing of politics 

and personal. I think this also speaks to how the way one frames the discussion contributes to its 

reception, relatability, and retention. 

The screen material I use in this body of work, and its versatility of meaning and 

connection to the body, can also be used to talk about repair and care of the self. In many 

instances, physical damage has been done to the screen and various forms of repair and mending 

have been applied. (Figure 66 - 69) The mends I perform on the screen surface become evidence 

of attempts to work on the self, care for the self, and prolong the value of the self. In mending 

literature, people often embrace the imperfections seen when one learns to sew. Kate Sekules 

lists some tips and hacks for darning and mending, “Above all, don’t stress and go slow…You’ll 

improve fast…You will miss stitches and go over two. It doesn’t matter. It’ll still work and look 

good.”  These visual remnants are part of the learning process and one is encouraged to keep 28

 Sekules, Kate. “Mend! A Refashioning Manual and Manifesto.” Penguin Books, 2020, p. 185.28
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going, practice, and not become discouraged by mistakes. People like mending don’t need to be 

perfect. These imperfections give off authenticity of the human experience. The intention, effort, 

and act itself of repair is what underlie its importance. This also connects to the imperfectness of 

line quality and optical patterning created when the rigid and regular grids of window screens are 

twisted at angles to one another creating moiré. The highly regulated perfect patterns are 

interrupted, but in its place something new and visually wonderful is created. This too reflects a 

metaphor for social encounters with others. 

This leads into my research thinking about strangers, what happens when they meet, what 

comes of their interactions, and the importance of these relationships. Strangers are quite literally 

vibrating with possibility and opportunity. The connections made lead to support networks and 

stronger communities. Yet one must approach strangers with an open screen, take the risk to 

allow one to be hurt or offended, but enter into connecting with strangers with hope and 

vulnerability. This openness to learning about one another, being receptive to fail, relates to 

strangers but also how one treats ourselves and how one treats their own internal damage. 

Strangers 

There are numerous benefits to interacting with strangers. Even if brief, these instances 

make a person feel seen, heard, and contribute to our general sense of belonging and shared 

humanity. Meeting strangers creates opportunities to generate new forms of connectedness and 

fulfill our needs for sociability and feeling present in our lives. They serve to aid in shifting your 

perspective and it can be radically transformative. Because one starts afresh with strangers, these 
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interactions tend to be more open, contain low-stakes risk, and communication flows more 

fluidly emotionally because people have nothing to lose. This openness mirrors the vulnerability 

and disclosure needed to deepen these bonds. Kio Stark discusses this shift as turning awareness 

towards the outside world and having, “an effect on the larger political world, leading us away 

from fear and building towards openness, cooperation, and genuine understanding...It can change 

emotions, ideas, and politics and the tangled places where they overlap. This matters to our 

social imagination as well as the laws and systems that shape our social world.”  Compassion, 29

cooperation, intimacy, tolerance, mutual respect, and understanding are side effects of these 

meaningful interactions. Learning about others serves to acknowledge them and enrich the self 

with the knowledge each contains. In a world with many struggles like immigration, refugees, 

racism, and hatred, “simply seeing someone as an individual is a political act.”  Realizing that 30

everyone is human first and differences second, creates a unity of shared values. Just getting to 

know one’s neighbors can help transform people’s outlooks, which leads to greater enrichment 

and an expanded worldview. 

Joe Keohane has also researched the benefits of connecting with strangers. He describes 

how talking with strangers opens up a world, gaining a “different way of thinking about things,” 

which translates to gaining empathy and wisdom because people, “can internalize a little piece of 

that person, and by doing so, you grow a little.”  These interactions can enhance connections to 31

place, increase happiness, and help to see the needs of others. People begin to see how sharing 

 Stark, Kio. “When Strangers Meet: How People You Don’t Know Can Transform You.” TED Books, 29
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needs and interests with others causing one to relate to them more. Yet, there must be an 

openness to counteract the sense of isolation society breeds and learning to approach others 

without expectations. The metaphorical permeable window screens I spoke of earlier, must be 

framed as an opportunity for the transmission of ideas and emotions must be reciprocated back 

and forth. One has to be willing to see others as teachers and opportunities. Keohane sees many 

of the troubles of society as boiling down to a “deficit of understanding,” and how by opening up 

one’s perspective something is gained by sharing with strangers, including the different ways one 

sees and thinks about the world. 

These ideas led me to think about how screens and windows present opportunities and 

possibility with neighbor relations and communities in general. The cultural saying, “windows of 

opportunity” allows for thinking about how people can open up themselves to meet and converse 

with others. These interactions can take place from the perceived safety of a person’s own home 

behind the screen dividing them from others, but leaves accessible the chance for meaningful 

network building and camaraderie. 

Relationships, community, and a person’s internal world in turn need cultivation and care. 

One need nurture the connections made and support be reciprocated. Offers to borrow equipment 

and help others with projects foster these networks and help maintain these relationships of 

goodwill. Maybe it’s collecting a neighbor’s mail while out of town or stopping in to play with a 

pet if the owner works long hours. It nods to the idea of self-care, how one must maintain and 

nurture the self to promote a healthy mind and body. To support others often comes from a place 

of well-being in the first place. 
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Michael Swain’s work as a “public mender” and “mending librarian” doing free clothing 

repair on the streets of San Francisco involves creating instances of openness as well. Using a, 

“salvaged treadle sewing machine on a repurposed ice cream cart,” Swain hits the dirties streets 

of his city to help, “strangers in ways that felt so much larger than my few minutes of sewing…

moments of amazing humanity…slow down,…remember things about this life we live.”  32

Accompanying this repair is, “An empty chair and an invitation to talk and just listen was so 

much more important than I thought.”  Mending provides the entry point for low-income 33

citizens, often erased from view, to share their stories, experience, and knowledge and be seen, 

heard, and similarly valued. 

The window screens used in my thesis exhibition represent a literal “trying on” of others’ 

perspectives and seeing the world as others do reflecting this desire to connect with strangers. I 

have attempted to also make this screen act as an inside or x-ray view into the people you may 

meet, giving one a view of the internal struggles obscured by the real skin each wear or the 

behavior people may hide behind. Seeing this internal view represented in embroidered line-

work gives insight and compassion to their experiences. 

Now consider a neighborhood. How many people actually know the neighbors on their 

block? If one needed immediate help, is there a person who one might turn to for assistance? 

Think of the potential support a person could give if one really got to know the neighbors. 

Except for a few people in my immediate geographic vicinity, I realized over the pandemic I 

didn’t really know most of the people on my block, some even within eye shot of my windows or 

 Sekules, Kate. “Mend! A Refashioning Manual and Manifesto.” Penguin Books, 2020, p. 78-79.32
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backyard. This made me feel uncomfortable (yet also anonymous) to be surrounded by strangers, 

each living their own lives behind the screens of their homes. It made me wonder about their 

backgrounds and the ways one might be able to connect on a real, honest, and genuine manner. 

The “blur filter” of a camera suspends metaphorically a person’s belief system, biases, and 

assumptions for long enough to be more open to the people one encounters. Approaching 

strangers through this filter can cause one to be more open to the possibilities of this person 

before making judgements, opinions, or conclusions. 

In previous a previous work I created a tunic dress sewn out of window screen material to 

start a conversation, in part about censorship, but more largely about the filtered and mediated 

existence people live in and perceive in relation to media, politics, and societal discourse. 

(Figures 11 - 14) This dress became an important prop in my photographic work. The actual 

screen filtered out some views of the body, but you are still able to see the tattoos and skin 

imperfections below that surface of person within. Talking about the body, how it is perceived, 

and depictions of it is inherently political because of the restrictions placed upon it through 

legislative and societal means. In some ways, my use of the window screen as a device to see 

through to the person beneath attempts to acknowledge biases and mediated or filtered views and 

move past to thinking of them as a barrier, rather a fact to take accept, take into account, and 

move on with communication. 

David Gauntlett writes about how, “making is connecting” and moving past our 

differences to create societies which are, “stronger, and kinder, when we take time to listen to the 

voices around us, when we pay attention to the diverse stories presented through everyday 
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creativity of our fellow human beings, and when we engage helpfully in the world.”  He argues 34

creativity gives individuals and groups a chance at being heard and valued by their self-

expression being shared with others. “Educators understand the importance of helping every 

child to have a voice, to feel part of and responsible for community, and to be involved in the 

making decisions for the common good. Collaborative art-making is a profound way to do 

this.”  35

Collaboration & Community 

I have discussed the levels of interaction within my thesis exhibition, but aside from the 

moiré which forms when people and screens overlap, are the temporary communities and 

possible relationships which are produced within an exhibition based on their shared 

experiences. Strangers as well as friends come to the thesis show, some with expectations and 

others without anticipation, but all meet in imagined spaces of interaction I created. Sliding 

screens were viewed and interpreted in tandem if people paired on each side of the pedestals, 

people “performed” and took pictures for others while donning the screen garments in the 

“dressing room” area near the sewn clothing, and a fleeting community formed around the 

collaborative screen roll within the sewn junk mail room. By nature of the envelope space, 

conversations were prompted by gallery-goers observing people adding to the roll, others chatted 

 Gauntlett, David. “Making is Connecting: The Social Meaning of Creativity, from DIY and Knitting to 34
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while waiting to take their turn, and others merely hung out wanting to be in proximity to the 

happening before them. (Image 70) 

Some engagement was more clearly direct, and other instances more passive. I wanted 

viewers to make choices about how involved people would become in my invitations to play 

with the work, as well as follow directives I set out explicit and suggested. My calculated 

construction of the gallery space, signage, and written artist statement reassured attendees their 

participation was approved. (Images 71 - 74) This same sense of sociability and temporary 

connection can be seen in repair workshops and mending circles between those of a shared 

community and groups of strangers coming together.  

Clair Bishop argues these types of relationships are not genuine or democratizing because 

they, “simply reinforce their pre-existing, closed art world and thus ignore its implicit class 

politics.”  Bishop sees gallery shows as, “aimed at a relatively homogenous community, the art 36

public, who have a lot in common, thus excluding conflict and despair.”  There is no denying 37

collaboration works best when groups have established relationships, however context matters. 

Michael Swain seeking out diverse communities down on their luck outside the art community 

and finding successful reception of the work counters the theory of needing a like-minded 

audience and widen the range of people and perspectives being introduced to the work.  

For my own thesis exhibition I deliberately solicited attendance from my communities 

outside the art world. My favorite bartender, custodian, stay-at-home mom, and even romantic 
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partner who has very little art expertise mingled and interacted with the art crowd were 

comfortable in the gallery setting. Work within the public sphere also has little control of the 

demographics and backgrounds of the viewer, and yet people still participate in art within this 

space. Nicolas Bourriaud who coined the term relational aesthetics describes this artistic practice, 

“as a space for public participation in the work…in the current day forms of mutual encounter 

and the creation of human relationships represent aseptic objects that may be analyzed as such, 

creating spontaneous micro-communities in situations he calls everyday micro-utopias.”   38

Collaboration has a myriad of viewpoints and definitions and they do not fit every 

situation. Many believe it to mean joint production and shared goals working to produce work. 

Some collaborative work shares authorship and agenda or a framework for idea and knowledge 

exchange. Typically, everyone makes their mark in a collaborative artwork, and, “in the process, 

the participants develop relational skills and emotional intelligence.”  In each instance the 39

intention of collaborative work is to bring people together in some way, be it coordinated or free 

form.  

Within this thesis analysis I intentionally gave shared authorship to those who helped 

bring the show and work to fruition. (Images 75 - 77) I believe this aspect of collaborative work 

is essential to maintaining and building quality relationships among collaborators and 

participants. Direct collaborators, involved in the decision-making, direction and intent of works 

are appropriate when the aim is for a diverse perspective, whereas participants to the act of 
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creation take part in the production but not in its coordination. This thesis is a mix of both these 

types of collaboration. The audience occupies both of these roles within this exhibition as well 

being given dimple suggestions to “Add” or “Touch” but each contributed in a manner they saw 

fit and making independent choices.  

I have been a part of three separate collaborative art collectives over the years. My 

college friends and I started a comedic WWF-style wrestling act soon called KPOWW 

(Kalamazoo Precinct of Women Wrestlers). We created storylines and routines between changing 

wrestling partners, and planned events and tours as a group. Each member contributed to 

imagery, music, costumes, and booking gigs equally. Rat Trap Clay Club formed after the 

dissolution of our non-profit arts space, The Cottonwood Club, was shut down and we met 

weekly to discuss politics and create work. Clay forms were made, placed in the middle of 

tables, and a free-for-all of addition or covering up of someone else’s work took place until a 

general agreement was discussed about them being “finished.” This group fostered a practice of 

letting go since your work could be erased at any point in the collaboration. Sewing Club, while 

even more casual in operation, we still works together to plan workshops, art sales, gather free 

and salvaged materials, and produce work. This group is quite loosely structure to be more of a 

social club and hence many work independently on projects.  

Collaboration often takes the form of group discussions, debates, and planning more than 

physical co-made objects. Each of these groups have shaped the artist I am today and I have 

found the experiences and self evolution gained from my membership within them invaluable. 

Willingness, trust, and acceptance are also key to creating art with others. These are big asks of a 

person, I am not naive to believe otherwise, and some of these qualities must be earned through 
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built relationships and history and demonstration of support. However, the more one practices 

this type of work, the thicker the skin can become, but it isn’t easy and the wider range of 

feelings a person may go thought can be rough. If the art is public one has to also be alright with 

the majority of people encountering the work not wanting to engage with it, or lots of people not 

understanding what you are trying to accomplish and why. 

Part of what has helped in the endurance of some of these collectives is their flexibility of 

structure. An event will come up and the level of organizing and role filling changes until the 

event completes, and we go back to general hangout gatherings. Spaces and relationships 

undergo a process of negation and dialog, listening and problem-solving are the basis for its 

success. It entails, “a formal visible structure adaptable to the specific circumstances and 

situations of any moment, a structure in a state of becoming, rather than a rigid, bureaucratic, 

reified structure…hybridity and ‘multi-dynamicity’ of the organization…the possibility of 

altering tactics and strategies,”  where people step up and assume responsibilities based on the 40

different needs and settings. “Collaboration should be at the level which participants in a project 

are most comfortable with, which could be in tine bits, or substantial chunks.”  41

 Dean, Maria Mur. “Collaboration is Inevitable.” The Impossible Glossary: Collaboration. November 40

2016, p. 10. 

 Gauntlett, David. “Making is Connecting: The Social Meaning of Creativity, from DIY and Knitting to 41

YouTube and Web 2.0.” Polity Press, Cambridge, 2011, p. 234.
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CHAPTER FOUR 

FUTURE PROJECTS 

Roles & Teaching 

I struggle to define my role within my work and collaborative projects, because the titles 

frequently change, adapt, and become interchangeable. Some of my work is created solely by 

myself without assistance or input on concept, composition, and materials from others. Yet I 

crave making work with others. Sometimes each discipline informs and influences the other. 

They do not exist separately but sometimes occupy the same space of conversation. Because of 

the diverse breadth of work I make, I have held the moniker of artist, facilitator, director, 

orchestrator, producer, organizer, and collaborator. No one defines the entirety of my art, and all 

describe what positions I have occupied at one time or another. Like the many mediums I enjoy 

working within, the roles are easily interchangeable based on whatever current project I am 

focused on.  

I find setting up these negotiated spaces for interaction like my thesis exhibition highly 

satisfying. In my life, organizing shows, art and vintage pop-ups, and cultural events have always 

been a part of my world. Placing vendors who will complement each other’s work next to each 

other or sharing contact information with specific people who can help each other demonstrates 

my coordination skills. Connecting people I feel should know one another is mentally fulfilling 

and spreads out the tendrils of my community network of resources and support further.  
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This web benefits myself and future projects and employment, as well, I hope, for others 

who may reciprocally prosper from the complex weaving of connections. I also genuinely enjoy 

introducing people to new subjects and new individuals so they can collaborate or share their 

mutual interests and excitements. Repeatedly I find myself in such roles, having been asked to 

participate or designate myself in these positions. This position feel very natural, and I think I 

possess qualities of communication and organization which help to excel within these situations. 

This direction and production also is informed by the various collectives and collaborative art 

groups I have been a part of in the past. 

This director and facilitator, for myself is also akin to teaching, a field which I have been 

involved with for the past sixteen years. The same skills of multitasking, wrangling of situations, 

managing of people, assigning workloads, soliciting feedback and suggestions, and setting up 

situations for people to manage themselves work in the classroom and collaborative projects. So 

too can the classroom be a space for the setting up of situations of learning and knowledge 

exchange. Rather than solely lecturing on topics, I strive to employ exercises related to topics for 

students to learn by proxy while doing. Preparing discovery stations, having makers come in for 

demonstrations, and sharing resources can also allow a student to take a prompt or idea kernel 

and guide their own educational journey, using myself as a facilitator and resource for support. 

Sometimes this giving up of control yields dynamic and unexpected results, and can like the 

collaborative art discussed before become a very freeing experience. 

While the formal space of a classroom can provide structure and setting for learning, so 

too can experiences and interactions with outside the classroom. Education does not need to live 

within the formal confines of a school. Similar to the lack of distinction and boundary between 
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my life and my art, knowledge can be acquired from informal and unregulated spaces and actors. 

In my experience, the casual structure and tone of Sewing Club aids in new participants often 

feeling more comfortable to ask questions and do their own activity because others are working 

independently as well. No one is judges for their lack of expertise or command of the needle. 

This same social affair can be constructed in sewing workshops and pop-up mending sessions. 

Food, music, drink, information handouts, and a relaxed atmosphere take the pressure off people 

coming into these situations seeking to learn and foster their own practice. These ideas and low-

pressure stances are rife within DIY communities and grass roots organization. Language and 

audience-specific visuals can also serve to become easy entry points for communicating and 

connecting with people trying to learn how to mend or sew. These same tactics can be applied to 

the classroom as well.  

Many parallels in my work of passing down of knowledge and fostering sewing and 

mending skills relate to my passions for teaching. I frequently find myself setting up lessons and 

the classroom to encourage this same type of engagement and collaboration. In my experience, 

students become more engaged and enthusiastic towards topics if given directly relatable and 

project-based learning opportunities. The manner in which classrooms and spaces for learning 

are shaped can be transformative for the learner, and as a teacher I love watching this occur. 

An essential part of the learning process as discussed previously is that of imperfection, 

and this connects to the requirements of vulnerability and openness when interactions with 

strangers, but additionally I believe a hopeful attitude increases the success of all these situations. 

Learners are curious about the world, and perhaps why I love teaching is stems from my own 
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insatiable curiosity for learning. Gauntlett describes how future education systems would be wise 

to recognize what makes powerful learners: 

(They) wish to understand the how and why of things; they have courage, which 
means they are willing to take risks, and try things out to see what happens; and 
they recognize the mistakes are not shameful disasters that are just events that can 
be learned from. They like to explore, investigate, an experiment. Tinkering with 
things as a way of learning. They have imagination, which is grounded by reason, 
thoughtfulness, and the ability to plan they have the virtue of sociability, which 
means they know how to make and use the potent social space of learning. Finally 
they are reflective, and are aware of their own strengths and weaknesses in the 
learning process.  42

Art education is the perfect realm for this combination of observation, experimentation, 

problem solving, and risk-taking. The flexible structure of art classes and DIY spaces also allow 

for these types of activities to flourish. Art can also act as entry points for discussing any subject 

or other domain, as well as, “get a visual and tactile handle on abstract ideas.”  43

Mostly-absent is the presence of mending and repair in the current education system. I 

took one sewing class in middle school and made a pair of shorts, a scrunchy, and a sweatshirt, 

but my experience is not the norm. The, “discipline of home economics, with darning and 

mending prominent in the curriculum,”  is something schools have moved away from in recent 44

years. Students are not learning key utilitarian life knowledge at school, nor from their 

increasingly busy parents hustling to put food on the table and a roof over their heads. Here 

again, one sees the class and economic disparities of what groups possess this mending and 

 Gauntlett, David. “Making is Connecting: The Social Meaning of Creativity, from DIY and Knitting to 42

YouTube and Web 2.0.” Polity Press, Cambridge, 2011, p. 238.

 Cooper, Mark and Sjostrom, Lisa. “Making Art Together: How Collaborative Art-Making Can 43

Transform Kids, Classrooms, and Communities.” Beacon Press, Boston, 2006, p. 95.

 Sekules, Kate. “Mend! A Refashioning Manual and Manifesto.” Penguin Books, 2020, p. 41.44
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repair knowledge. Until this learning responsibility returns to schools and encourage in the home 

setting of new generations, those who are able because of class and economic means will 

continue to dominate the mending conversation, and make the topic feel inaccessible to the 

many. However, attempts to freely share this knowledge in social settings such as Sewing Club, 

mending events, fix-it clinics, or online forums are beginning to be recognized as helpful towards 

this goal of mending eduction.  

Community Knowledge Share Proposal 

I propose to introduce a community project which will help people in getting to know 

their neighbors, but also gain valuable self-sufficient skills in the process. My hopes are for this 

visual messaging and imagery to be catalyst for community building and instilling mindfulness, 

promote stewardship and ownership of neighborhoods, encourage self-sufficiency and self-

worth, and promote a more environmentally-friendly way of living, in part through the teaching 

of mending techniques and other connection-building actions. 

By using screens with embroidered icons to advertise what useful skills neighbors will to 

share, this material, known and tactilely familiar to all, can be used to signal the value of 

teachable knowledge. Someone offering car maintenance tips might appear have a screen with a 

car and wrench. My own screen will visually communicate a desire to teach mending skills on 

clothing and will show a shirt with needle and thread. (Figure 15) Each screen will be 

individualized and unique to the related skill. Participants will post these screens to mailboxes, 

front porches, attach to existing front screens of homes, and film these demonstrations and 
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knowledge sharing in video format. The videos will then also be posted to an online archive for 

future reference. I endeavor to make this project translatable to other types of communities 

including apartment complexes, trailer parks, townhomes, etc. in hopes of making it applicable 

to any place or community. 

Even the process of sharing this project will serve to introduce myself to others and the 

potential connections to be made within my neighborhood. I endeavor to knock on doors, share 

video examples and information, and probably cookies with each person I meet. There will also 

be a QRL code to link users to a video link explaining the project and soliciting involvement. I 

will employ the tactics of humor and desire for community building in this video for maximum 

engagement in the project. While the importance of building more ecological communities, 

curbing consumption, and self-reliance are learning goals I hope to achieve, I do not want to 

knock viewers over the head by preaching or presenting lofty achievements, rather will hopefully 

integrate these ideas into the process and have understandings grow more organically than 

lecturing on their importance. I think this will help my outreach plea be more appealing and 

inviting as well. An online forum for discussion may also play a contributing role to the dialog I 

hope to build within this community. The project will begin small within my own sphere of 

neighborhood, but will hopefully extend past my one block in each direction realm.  

While some of these activities seem pretty basic to being a human living in the world 

today, people would be surprised how many people lack fundamental self-sufficient skills. One 

only has to point to examples such as “Dad, how do I?” An online channel which gives “Practical 
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‘Dadvice’ for Everyday Tasks and Successful Living.”  This YouTube channel has over three 45

million subscribers and shares knowledge ranging from how to tie a tie to how to unclog a drain, 

all with humor, humbleness, an acknowledgment that no one is perfect. It is a space which allows 

others to feel vulnerable about what they don’t know and feel supported with kindness. The dad 

jokes sprinkled throughout these videos are worth it alone for viewing. Here is an example which 

reinforces the rhetorical device of humor as a tool for setting the stage, enticing people in, and 

establishing an informal voice or platform upon which to speak. This project will create a similar 

space for neighbors to feel open and honest about their needs and valuable skill qualities. An 

important aspect which Kenney emphasizes and viewers come away with from his site is the 

compassion for the self. There is an acknowledgement with every video that things don’t have to 

be perfect, mistakes are part of the process but that “you got this,” that practice, the effort, and 

the attempt are important, and that one needs to “be good to yourself.” This ticks off all my 

boxes in discussing mending, the importance of sharing knowledge, and self-care. 

I have been a teacher for sixteen years and have seen the ways education can foster 

people to grow and bloom. It has been a rewarding profession and I have come to see this work 

as restorative to my own outlook on the world around us. Being able to help facilitate growth and 

perspective widening has been incredibly rewarding and connected me with countless people 

over the years. This extended network has let to new relationships, broadening my fields of 

study, and presented very fulfilling and satisfying opportunities in my own life. 

 Kenney, Rob, “Dad, How Do I?: Practical Dadvice for Every Day Tasks,” 2020, https://45

www.dadhowdoiofficial.com, https://www.youtube.com/dadhowdoi.
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There will also be a video and photographic component to this project. I intend to 

photograph people with their screens so the embroidered imagery of the screens connects to the 

neighbors’ words and faces in the videos of each resident. I think this will connect the person to 

their skills directly and make it more personal of a contribution, help neighbors recognize each 

other on the street, and aid in people more deeply taking ownership of their skills and qualities to 

share. Documenting each skillset with video would also create an online repository of knowledge 

others could draw upon at a later date or throughout the project process. This may take the form 

of a YouTube channel. I will also enlist the help of Sewing Club to assist in basic clothing repair 

types of workshops performed in the community and available to all neighborhood members. 

I feel this project should culminate in a community event. A block, alley, or parking lot 

party may include an exhibit of the photos and videos from this project, as well as general 

merriment and food types of activities. I think a potluck by the neighbors would be apropos, a 

cooking demo, or sharing of recipes will further the ideas this project is based around as well. 

Events such as this would allow the neighborhood to feel a sense of accomplishment and solidify 

the bonds people have made throughout the project. Ideally this event would take place in 

Summer when the weather is more stable. I think this event could also become a demonstration 

event with members of my own extended community. My art community could show folks how 

to hand-build with clay, screen print patches, oil paint, learn to draw something, basic bicycle 

repair and maintenance, how to compost, how to tune a guitar, how to clean records or make a 

mixtape, give a pronoun and gender workshop, how to brew kombucha, how to plan a garden, 

etc. Since this project all started with mending and windows of communication, I also feel there 

needs to be focus on showing these skills in action as well. 
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This thesis project encapsulates ideas and questions about communication and how 

people talk to one another, sharing knowledge and skills that can help others and myself achieve 

self-sufficiency, pride in ownership, establish a sense of place and belonging, and moving away 

from a capitalist system of consumption. It also contributes to a deep sense of well-being that 

stems from its investment in community. This project develops my thoughts about the connection 

between lived-in spaces, the spaces bodies occupy, and the care, investment, and repair that each 

need. Connecting with neighbors can be a start towards mending relationships, making them 

more meaningful and cooperative interactions. The benefits of learning from others feels 

important and vital in our ever isolating and divisive world. Participant in this community project 

will walk away from the project with a renewed sense of hope and connection to their 

neighborhood. 
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APPENDIX A 

MASTER OF FINE ARTS THESIS EXHIBITION ARTIST STATEMENT 

The way we treat our belongings can reflect the way we value and care for ourselves and 

others. Choosing to mend and repair objects invests time, effort, and mindfulness into objects, 

but also can be an act of self-care and stewardship. In several instances throughout my work are 

intentional personal and group acts of mending. Turning away from disposable consumption is 

also a turn inward questioning our integrity and values. Reuse and repurposing opens up the 

possibilities of use and longevity of objects. Mending also acknowledges imperfection, empathy, 

meditative activities, and maintenance of the thing and the self.  

Window screen is an everyday material which serves to protect the home but allows for 

intangible senses to enter. It can also act as a physical and mental barrier to neighbors. When 

these screens overlap, a divergent and magical patterning appears called moiré, changing its 

appearance. Scientific research points to an amplification of conductivity at the molecular level 

when grid structures are arranged to produce moiré as well. This visual transformation can 

symbolize how other people’s lives might be enriched and altered when people, their networks, 

and emotions overlap, interact, and converge. By using window screen to connect the skin of a 

building to bodies, wearing this permeable facade triggers people to think about its implications. 

The lines embroidered on the screens reflect the emotional states and internal struggles of others, 

often unseen behind outward appearances. Trying on the screen garments with the thoughts and 

internal emotional struggles depicted symbolize trying on another’s perspective in hopes 
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becoming more compassionate, open, willing to try and fail, expand worldviews, and be 

vulnerable to connecting and working with others. 

When learning from others, one not only gains self-sufficient skills and new ways of 

thinking, but it serves to build community, intimacy, establish a sense of place and belonging, 

and make people  open to these windows of possibility. Like the often-fragile bonds of thread, 

we must nurture, invest in, and care for our relationships and possessions, lest they both become 

disposable. Mirroring the concepts embedded and stitched into this thesis body of work, I have 

chosen to crowdsource, borrow, and repurpose items, many of which were bound for the trash, as 

well as drawn upon my own web of connections to collaborate and create these works. This body 

of work speaks to my love of community and desire for networks of knowledge.  

Play. Explore. Laugh. Touch. Add. Reflect. Be open. Learn. Enjoy. Please take a screen patch 

home with you to repair your own screens.  

Thank you,  

Angela Yonke  

yonkeangela@hotmail.com  

www.ayonkephotography.com  
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IMAGES 

Images 1 - 2 - Sewing Club Sewing Patching On Each Other 

Images 3 - 5 - Group Mending 1 - 3, Collaborative Sewing of Common Figure (Thomas) 
Image 6 - Thomas’s Shirt 
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Image 7 - Title & Directions Wall, Including Small Network (below title) 

Images 8 - 9 - Decal Examples 
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Image 10 - Documentation of Sewn Clothing, Sewing Club Photography Shoot 

Image 11 - Documentation Placed Next To Actual Objects To Encourage Interaction 
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(Top to bottom, left to right) 
Images 12 - 17 - Adjustable Sliding Screens Installation, Sideview Screen, Details of 

Connect Sliding Screens, Details of Healing & Heartbeats Sliding Screen 
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Image 18 - Accordion Hat RacksImage  

19 - Freestanding Coatracks and Suspended Coatrack  
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Image 20 - (Left) Mirror for “Selfie Station”                                
Image 21 - (Right) Detail of Anxiety Screen Hat 

Image 22 - Anxiety Screen Hat                                            Image 23 - Fight Screen Hat 
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Image 24 - (Top to bottom) Intensity Screen Scarf, Heartbeat/Lie Detector Screen Scarf, 
Loopy Screen Scarf 

Images 25 - 28 - (Left to Right) Duality Screen Hat, Shy Screen Hat,  
Hiding Behind ________ Screen Hat, Empty & Happy Screen Hat 
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(Top to bottom, left to right) 
Images 29 - 30 - Manic Screen Hat 

Images 31 - 32 - Spiraling Screen Hat 
Images 33 - 34  - Rat Tail Screen Hat 
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Images 35 - 38  - (Top to bottom, left to right) White Mend Screen Vest, Invisible Mend 
Screen Vest, Red & White Open Holes Mend Screen Vest, Blue Mend Screen Vest 

Images 39 - 40 - (Left to right) Mended Screen Vest on Suspended Clothing Rack, Detail 
of Invisible Mend Screen Vest 
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Image 41 - Junk Mail Room 

Images 42 - 43 - Details of Junk Mail Room 
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Images 44 - 49 - Junk Mail Room, Details and Interactions with Piece 
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Images 50 - 51 - Plastic Envelope “Windows” 

Images 52 - 53 - (Left to right) Network Triptych, Network Triptych Installation 
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Images 54 - 55 - Community Project Goals & Proposal, Including Large Mended Screen 

Images 56 - 58 - (Left to right) Car & Wrench Flag, Steaming Pie Flag, Shirt & Needle Flag 
with mailbox 
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Image 59 - Hanging Network Screen Rack 

Image 60 - 61 - Me, You, We Sliding Screens  
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Images 62 - 65 - Somatic Experience with Sewn Screen Clothing 
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Images 66 - 67 - Examples of Mending 

Images 68 - 69 - Examples of Mending 
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Image 70 - Social Spaces Created 

Images 71 - 74 MFA Exhibition 

Installation Views 
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Images 75 -76 - (Left to right) Jane Herzon, Allison Brook and Rachel Hergett Helping with 
Sewing 

Image 77 - Thomas Dunning Helping with Installation 
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FIGURES 

Figure 1 - Example of Moiré Patterning on Striped Clothing 

Figure 2 - Example of Moiré on Fabric                                        Figure 3 - Moiré Fabric Sash 
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Figure 4 - Arrangement of Graphene Molecular Structures to Produce Moiré (far right) 

Figure 5 - Moiré on My Hand From the Window Screen Shadows 
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Figures 6 -7 - Duchamp’s Fresh Widow, 1920 
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Figure 8 - Embroidered Protest Screen 

Figures 9 - 10 - Repaired Laundry Basket by Louis L. Yonke  
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Figures 11 - 14 - Screen Dress 
Installation 

 

 Figures 15 - Embroidery Worksheet
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